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Abstract. As more and more ontologies are being published on the Semantic
Web, selecting the most appropriate ontology will become an increasingly impor-
tant subtask in Semantic Web applications. Here we present an approach towards
ontology search in the context of OntoSelect, a dynamic web-based ontology li-
brary. In OntoSelect, ontologies can be searched by keyword or by document. In
keyword-based search only the keyword(s) provided by the user will be used for
the search. In document-based search the user can provide either a URL for a web
document that represents a specific topic or the user simply provides a keyword
as the topic which is then automatically linked to a corresponding Wikipedia page
from which a linguistically/statistically derived set of most relevant keywords will
be extracted and used for the search. In this paper we describe an experiment in
evaluating the document-based ontology search strategy based on an evaluation
data set that we constructed specifically for this task.

1 Introduction

A central task in the Semantic Web effort is the semantic annotation or knowledge
markup of data (textual or multimedia documents, structured data, etc.) with semantic
metadata as defined by one or more ontologies. The added semantic metadata allow
for automatic processes (agents, web services, etc.) to interpret the underlying data in a
unique and formally specified way, thereby enabling autonomous information process-
ing. As ontology-based semantic metadata are in fact class descriptions, the annotated
data can be extracted as instances for these classes. Hence, another way of looking at
ontology-based semantic annotation is as ontology population.

Most of current work in ontology-based semantic annotation assumes ontologies
that are typically developed specifically for the task at hand. Instead, a more realistic
approach would be to access an ontology library and to select one or more appropri-
ate ontologies. Although the large-scale development and publishing of ontologies is
still only in a beginning phase, many are already available. To select the most appro-
priate ontology (or a combination of complementary ontologies) will therefore be an
increasingly important subtask of Semantic Web applications.

Until very recently the solution to this problem was supposed to be handled by
foundational ontology libraries [1,2]. However, in recent years, dynamic web-based
ontology libraries and ontology search engines like OntoKhoj [3], OntoSelect [4],



SWOOGLE [5] and Watson [6] have been developed that enable a more data-driven
approach to ontology search and retrieval.

In OntoSelect, ontologies can be searched by keyword or by document. In keyword-
based search only the keyword(s) provided by the user will be used for the search. In
document-based search the user can provide either a URL for a web document that
represents a specific topic or the user simply provides a keyword as the topic which is
then automatically linked to a corresponding Wikipedia page from which a linguisti-
cally/statistically derived set of most relevant keywords will be extracted and used for
the search. In this paper we describe an experiment in evaluating the document-based
ontology search strategy based on an evaluation data set that we constructed specifically
for this task.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives a brief overview
of the content and functionality of the OntoSelect ontology library. Section 3 presents a
detailed overview of the ontology search algorithm and scoring method used. Section 4
presents the evaluation benchmark, experiments and results. Finally, section 5 presents
some conclusions and gives an outlook on future work

2 The OntoSelect Ontology Library

OntoSelect is a dynamic web-based ontology library that collects, analyzes and orga-
nizes ontologies published on the Semantic Web. OntoSelect allows browsing of ontolo-
gies according to size (number of classes, properties), representation format (DAML,
RDFS, OWL), connectedness (score over the number of included and referring on-
tologies) and human languages used for class- and object property-labels. OntoSelect
further includes an ontology search functionality as described above and discussed in
more detail in the following sections.

OntoSelect uses the Google API to find published ontologies on the web in the fol-
lowing formats: DAML, OWL and RDFS. Jena is used for reading and analyzing the
ontologies. In the case of OWL, OntoSelect also determines its type (Full, DL, Lite)
and indexes this information accordingly. Each class and object property defined by the
ontology is indexed with reference to the ontology in which it occurs. Correspondingly,
each label is indexed with reference to the corresponding ontology, class or object prop-
erty, the human language of the label (if available), and a normalized label name, e.g.
TaxiDriver is normalized to “taxi driver”. Object properties are handled similarly as
classes except that also information on their type (functional, transitive, symmetric) is
indexed. Finally, a separate index is build up in which we keep track of the distribution
of labels over all of the collected ontologies. In this way, a ranked list of frequently used
labels can be maintained and browsed by the user.

3 Ontology Search

3.1 Ontology Search Measures and Criteria

The ontology search problem is a very recent topic of research, which only originated
with the growing availability of ontologies on the web. A web-based ontology, defined



Fig. 1. Browsing ontologies in OntoSelect

by representation languages such as OWL or RDFS, is in many respects just another
web document that can be indexed, stored and retrieved. On the other hand, an on-
tology is a highly structured document with possibly explicit semantic links to other
ontologies. The OntoSelect approach is based on both observations by ranking ontolo-
gies by coverage, i.e. the overlap between query terms and index terms; by structure,
i.e. the ratio of class vs. property definitions; and by connectedness, i.e. the level of
integration between ontologies.

Other approaches have similarly stressed the importance of such measures, e.g. [7]
describe the “Class Match”, “Density”, “Semantic Similarity” and “Betweenness” mea-
sures. The Class Match and Density measures correspond roughly to our coverage and
structure measure, whereas the Semantic Similarity and Betweenness measure the se-
mantic weight of query terms relative to the different ontologies that are to be ranked.
These last two measures are based on the assumption that ontologies are well-structured
with equal semantic balance throughout all constitutive parts, which unfortunately is
only seldom the case and we therefore do not take such measures into account.

Another set of measures or rather criteria for ontology search has been proposed
by [8]. The focus here is more on the application of found ontologies and therefore in-
cludes such criteria as: ‘modularization’ (can retrieved ontologies be split up in useful



modules); ‘returning ontology combinations’ (can retrieved ontologies be used in com-
bination); ‘dealing with instances’ (do retrieved ontologies include instances as well as
classes/properties).

These criteria are desirable but are currently not central to the OntoSelect approach
and to this paper. Our focus is rather on providing data-driven methods for finding the
best matching ontology for a given topic and on providing a proper evaluation of these
methods.

3.2 Ontology Search in OntoSelect

Ontology ranking in OntoSelect is based on a combined measure of coverage, structure
and connectedness of ontologies as discussed above. Further, OntoSelect provides au-
tomatic support in ontology ranking relative to a web document instead of just one or
more keyword(s). Obviously this allows for a much more fine-grained ontology search
process.

For a given document as search query, OntoSelect first extracts all textual data and
analyses this with linguistic tools (i.e. ‘part-of-speech tagger’ and ‘morphological anal-
ysis’) to extract and normalize all nouns in the text as these can be expected to represent
ontology classes rather than verbs, adjectives, etc. The frequencies of these nouns in the
query document is then compared with their frequencies in a reference corpus - con-
sisting of a large collection of text documents on many different topics and covering a
large section of the English language - to estimate the relevance for each noun based on
how often it is expected to appear in a more general text of the same size. Chi-square is
used to estimate this relevance score (see also Coverage score below). Only the top 20
nouns are used further in the search process as extracted keywords.

To calculate the relevance of available ontologies in OntoSelect, the set of 20 ex-
tracted keywords is used to compute three separate scores (coverage, structure, con-
nectedness) and a combined score as described below:

Coverage: How many of the terms in the document are covered by the labels in the
ontology?
To estimate the coverage score, OntoSelect iterates over all ontologies containing
at least one label (either the original label name or the normalized label name) oc-
curring in the top 20 keyword list of the search document. For each label occurring
in the document, OntoSelect computes its relevance, with which the coverage score
of an ontology O is calculated.

QD = Query Document
KW = Set of extracted keywords of QD
OL = Set of labels for ontology O

RefC = Reference Corpus
Expk = RefCk

|RefC| × |QD|
χ2(k) = QDk−Expk

Expk

coverage(O,QD) =
∑

k∈KW (QD)∩OL(O) χ
2(k)



Connectedness: Is the ontology connected to other ontologies and how well estab-
lished are these?
Similar to the Google PageRank algorithm [9], OntoSelect checks how many on-
tologies import a specific ontology, but also how many ontologies are imported by
that one. The connectedness score of an ontology O is calculated accordingly.

cIO(O) = number of imported Ontologies for O
cIRO(O) = number of imported Ontologies

(that could be parsed) for O
cIFO(O) = number of Ontologies importing O
IO(O) = {x|x imports the Ontology O}

iS(O, level) = cIFO(O)
2level +

∑
O′∈IO(O) iS(O′, level + 1)

connectedness(O) =

{
cIO(O) > 0 : iS(O,0)∗cIO(O)

iS(O,0)cIO(O) ×
countIRO(O)
countIO(O)

else : 0

Structure: How detailed is the knowledge structure that the ontology represents?
Structure is measured by the number of properties relative to the number of classes
of the Ontology O. This parameter is based on the observation that more advanced
ontologies generally have a large number of properties. Therefore, a relatively large
number of properties would indicate a highly structured and hence more advanced
ontology.

structure(O) =
# of properties in ontology O

# of classes in ontology O

Combined Score: Since the ranges of coverage, connectedness and structure are very
discrepant these values have to be normalized. In other words, all coverage values
are divided by the maximum coverage value, all connectedness values by the maxi-
mum connectedness value and all structure values by the maximum structure value,
giving rise to final values between 0 and 1. Because each type of score has a differ-
ent significance, the final score is a weighted combination of the three individual
score.

score =
3× coveragenorm + 2× connectednessnorm + structurenorm

6

3.3 An Example of Ontology Search in OntoSelect

The application of the ranking and search algorithm discussed above can be illustrated
with an example of ontology search on the topic ‘genetics’, which may be represented
by the Wikipedia page on ‘Gene’:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gene

The results of the keyword extraction and ontology ranking process for this query doc-
ument are reported by OntoSelect in two tables, one that shows the top 20 keywords
extracted from the query document and one with the ranked list of best matching on-
tologies according to the computed score (see Figure 2). Combined and individual



scores - connectedness, structure, coverage - are shown as well as the matching la-
bels/keywords and their relevance scores. Extracted and top ranked keywords include
“gene”, “molecule”, “transcription”, “protein”, etc., all of which are indeed of relevance
to the ‘genetics’ topic.

Retrieved and top ranked ontologies include a large number that are indeed of rel-
evance to the ‘genetics’ topic, e.g. “nciOncology”, “bioGoldStandard”, “mygrid”, “se-
quence”, etc. Only some of the ontologies are not or less relevant, e.g. “swinto” (which
is mainly on football but also includes all of SUMO that does in fact cover many terms
that are relevant to genetics), “gold” (which is mainly on linguistics but includes some
terms that have also some relevance to genetics), “dolce” (which is a foundational top
ontology that includes some terms with relevance to genetics).

Fig. 2. Ranked list of retrieved ontologies for Wikipedia page ‘Gene’

4 Evaluation

In order to test the accuracy of our approach we designed an evaluation experiment
with a specifically constructed benchmark of 57 ontologies from the OntoSelect library
that were manually assigned to 15 different topics, each of which represented by one
or more Wikipedia pages. In this way we were able to define ontology search as a reg-
ular information retrieval task, for which we can give relevance assessments (manual



assignment of ontology documents to Wikipedia-based topics) and compute precision
and recall for a set of queries (Wikipedia pages). In the following we describe the eval-
uation benchmark in some more detail as well as the evaluation process and results.

4.1 Evaluation Benchmark

The evaluation experiment is based on a benchmark that consists of 15 Wikipedia topics
and 57 out of 1056 ontologies that have been collected through OntoSelect. The 15
Wikipedia topics covered by the evaluation benchmark were selected out of the set of
all class/property labels in OntoSelect - 37284 in total - by the following steps:

– Filtering out labels that did not correspond to a Wikipedia page - this left us with
5658 labels (i.e. topic candidates)

– Next, the 5658 labels were used as search terms in SWOOGLE to filter out labels
that returned less than 10 ontologies (out of the 1056 in OntoSelect) - this left us
with 3084 labels / topics

– We then manually decided which of these 3084 labels actually expressed a useful
topic, e.g. we left out very short labels (‘v’) and very abstract ones (‘thing’) - this
left us with 50 topics

– Finally, out of these 50 we randomly selected 15 for which we manually checked
the ontologies retrieved from OntoSelect and SWOOGLE - in this step we checked
269 ontologies out of which 57 were judged as appropriate for the corresponding
topic

The resulting 15 Wikipedia topics with the number of appropriately assigned ontologies
are: Atmosphere (2), Biology (11), City (3), Communication (10), Economy (1), Infras-
tructure (2), Institution (1), Math (3), Military (5), Newspaper (2), Oil (0), Production
(1), Publication (6), Railroad (1), Tourism (9) For instance, the following 3 ontologies
could be assigned to the topic (Wikipedia page) City:

– http://www.mindswap.org/2003/owl/geo/geoFeatures.owl
– http://www.glue.umd.edu/ katyn/CMSC828y/location.daml
– http://www.daml.org/2001/02/geofile/geofile-ont

4.2 Experiment and Results

Based on the evaluation benchmark we defined an experiment that measures how ac-
curate the OntoSelect ontology ranking and search algorithm returns results for each of
the topics in the benchmark and compare results with SWOOGLE. Average precision
for OntoSelect and SWOOGLE is shown in Figure 3 with detailed results presented in
Table 1. The first two columns present the benchmark, against which the experiment
is evaluated. The third and fourth columns show recall, precision and F-measure com-
puted over the top 20 retrieved ontologies in OntoSelect and SWOOGLE respectively.

Results unfortunately show that OntoSelect on average performs worse than
SWOOGLE, although for selected topics OntoSelect does give better results. In current
work we are therefore improving our search algorithm in various ways, e.g. by intro-
ducing a centrality score for individual classes - and therefore also for corresponding
labels that are to be matched with the search topic and related keywords.



Fig. 3. Average precision for OntoSelect and SWOOGLE

Benchmark OntoSelect SWOOGLE
Assigned

Topic Ontologies Rec. Prec. F Rec. Prec. F
Atmosphere 2 0.5 0.1 0.2 1.0 0.2 0.3

Biology 11 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.1 0.1 0.1
City 3 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.2

Communication 10 0 0 0 0.6 0.6 0.6
Economy 1 0 0 0 1.0 0.1 0.2

Infrastructure 2 0.5 0.1 0.2 1.0 0.2 0.3
Institution 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Math 3 0.3 0.1 0.2 1.0 0.3 0.5
Military 5 0 0 0 0.6 0.3 0.4

Newspaper 2 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.1 0.2
Oil 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Production 1 1.0 0.1 0.2 0 0 0
Publication 6 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.3

Railroad 1 0 0 0 1.0 0.1 0.2
Tourism 9 0 0 0 1.0 0.9 0.9

Table 1. Detailed results over all 15 topics



More in general however, we see our contribution in establishing an evaluation
benchmark for ontology search that will enable us to improve the OntoSelect search
service in a systematic way. As we intend to make this evaluation benchmark (the ‘On-
toSelect data set’) publicly available, we hope this will also be of use to the Semantic
Web community and will allow for better comparison between different systems and
methods.

5 Conclusions and Future work

We discussed the OntoSelect search algorithm and described an experiment in eval-
uating this against an evaluation benchmark (the ‘OntoSelect data set’) that we con-
structed specifically for this task. The benchmark consists of 15 topics (represented by
Wikipedia pages) that were manually assigned to 57 ontologies from a set of 1056 that
were collected automatically through OntoSelect. The evaluation experiment has shown
that OntoSelect on average performs worse than SWOOGLE, although for selected top-
ics OntoSelect does give better results. In future work we will further investigate the
reasons for this, e.g. we currently investigate the influence of centrality of classes rel-
ative to an ontology which may be used to reduce the relevance of general ontologies
such as SUMO (as included in the SWIntO ontology). We also intend to extend the
evaluation benchmark towards 50 topics and make this resource publicly available.

Demonstration

The OntoSelect ontology library and ontology search is available at:

http://olp.dfki.de/OntoSelect/
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